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1. Title of the Thesis and Abstract 

1.1   Title of the Thesis  

          Enhancement of Security Mechanism in Virtualization Environment 

1.2   Abstract 

Virtualization is a vital innovation to empower distributed computing. Virtualization makes 

and runs different Virtual Machines (VMs) on a solitary physical machine utilizing Virtual 

Machine Monitor (VMM). Security of VMs is a significant concern with the virtualization 

environment. Virtual machines are an essential target for an adversary to get unscrupulous 

admittance to the organization’s virtual infrastructure. As malware turned out to be 

progressively more persistent and sophisticated, traditional security countermeasures and 

innovations utilized for securing virtualized environments are not equipped for cutting-edge 

malware discovery. Regardless of late advances in malware detection ability, it is as yet 

workable for a likely adversary to remain unfound.  

Today’s progressed malware can easily stay away from recognition by adopting a few 

avoidance methodologies. Process injection is one such procedure to avoid recognition from 

security products since the execution is covered under a genuine process. Process injection has 

been an amazing arm in the enemy’s arsenal for quite a while and one of the compelling tools 

in the aggressor’s tool compartment. An adversary can use different process injection strategies 

to inject malicious code into a remote running process, sidestep process level limitations, and 

admittance to context explicit information that would somehow not be able to be achieved. 

There are different ways to inject code into a victim process and these implementations exist 

for each major operating system however are conventionally platform explicit. 

Malevolent exercises are regularly implemented by injecting malicious code into running 

processes, which is frequently imperceptible by traditional anti-malware strategies. Diverse 

code injection procedures are used by malware to gain secrecy and to sidestep security products 

or tools. We covered eight distinct executions of process injection in this work. We completed 

dynamic malware examination utilizing an incredible memory investigation framework called 

Volatility Framework. We run Windows 7, Windows 8.1, and Windows 10 as guest OS on 

virtual machines as all three are the most widely utilized windows versions. We have executed 

a module utilizing Volatility (an open-source memory forensics framework) and adequately 

tried it on live VMs and malware-contaminated memory images. 
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Our primary focus in this research work is to propose an altogether new out-of-VM approach 

based on advanced memory introspection to identify process injection of varied types in a 

virtualized environment. We present an agentless solution where we screen malware running 

inside VM’s memory from outside the VM. Trial results show that our model characterizes 

injected memory regions with high accuracy and completeness and has more true positives and 

fewer false positives when contrasted with other existing frameworks. Our proposed detection 

approach assures exact and reliable outcomes and precisely pinpoints injected memory 

sections. Rather than recognizing tainted processes, our proposed framework distinguishes a 

real malicious memory region in the virtual location space of a contaminated process. Our 

proposed framework recognizes more malware families and dominates the other 

methodologies in all assessment metrics. One can likewise perform live introspection of 

running VMs for a conceivable sign of code injection.  

This work is intended to automate the detection of different process injection techniques in a 

virtualized environment and dump recognized malicious memory regions to disk for a detailed 

analysis and assessment. This PhD work would be useful for a software company that works 

in the area of security at the Infrastructure as a Service layer in the cloud computing model for 

possible integration of the solution in their Anti-Malware product.  

2. Brief description on the state of the art of the research topic 

Process injection is an adaptable method that works with a wide scope of activities. Process 

injection techniques have a broad domain and account for many different kinds of behaviors. 

Attackers and malware frequently employ various process injection techniques. Process 

injection enables adversaries to get away from defensive controls by executing potentially 

malicious code in the context of apparently gentle ones. Executing code in the context of 

another kind process may also allow access to that process's memory, system, or network 

resources, and likely elevated rights.  

There are many different variants of process injection techniques - Remote DLL (Dynamic 

Link Library) Injection, Remote Thread Injection, PE (Portable Executable) Injection, Hollow 

Process Injection, Reflective DLL Injection, APC (Asynchronous Procedure Call) Injection, 

Thread Execution Hijacking, and AtomBombing etc. As there exists no direct access 

mechanism to the physical memory of VMs in a virtualized environment, detection of process 

injection is very challenging on VM as compared to a physical machine.  
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There exist many different approaches for the detection of process injection, such as monitoring 

process, Windows API (Application Programming Interface) calls, DLL/PE file events, system 

calls, and named pipes, etc. Typical injection methods can be found utilizing API call grouping 

patterns, for example, OpenProcess 

VirtualAllocExWriteProcessMemoryCreateRemoteThread [1]. Li et al. [2] presented a 

malware analysis model to analyze the process of a virtual machine. The model is based on a 

virtual machine introspection technology, which can monitor the program running in the virtual 

machine. Ajay Kumara et al. [3] presented Virtual Machine Introspection based malicious 

process detection approach for virtual machines. It is based on extracted system call information 

from introspected virtual machine memory pages during run state. To differentiate benign 

process from malicious one, system call information is employed. 

Various methods exist for discovering possibly injected memory regions inside a process's 

virtual address space. One such technique is the notable module called Malfind for the Volatility 

memory analysis system. Volatility’s Malfind plugin can detect injected memory sections [4]. 

Malfind does not detect DLLs injected into a process using CreateRemoteThread  

LoadLibrary. Different types of process hollowing techniques get discovered with the 

Hollowfind volatility plugin [5]. However, these approaches have significant shortcomings.  

Malfind be affected by a high false positive rate, and Hollowfind discloses only a subgroup of 

all admissible types of host-based code injection attacks. Membrane [6] reveals affected 

processes in place of actually malicious memory regions within a process. Although this 

decreases the size of the haystack to search in, it does not locate the malware precisely. Another 

method is the PowerShell Script Get-InjectedThread.ps1 by Jared Atkinson. Get-

InjectedThread [7] filters each running thread to come to an end in case it is the aftereffect of 

memory injection. 

There is a situation where the harmless utilization of Windows API calls might be normal and 

hard to recognize from unfriendly conduct. Most legitimate processes won't have to use 

Windows APIs such as 'CreateRemoteThread’, so it is described as an extremely dubious API 

and is identified by numerous security items which may recognize the doubtful DLL on the disk 

[8]. The analytics that produced the majority of false positives came from looking for 

CreateRemoteThread calls from any process. Windows API calls that can be utilized to change 

memory inside another process, like VirtualAllocEx and WriteProcessMemory, might be used 

for the conceivable sign of code injection [8].  
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Barabosch et al. [9] presented a system called Quincy based on supervised machine learning to 

detect host-based code injection attacks in memory dumps. They have implemented Quincy for 

three Windows versions and released it as a Volatility plugin. Zhang et al. in [10] proposed a 

novel dynamic malware analysis framework called VEDefender that periodically scrutinizes 

the state of the introspected system to detect hidden, dead, and dubious processes in the 

monitored VM without modifying the guest OS kernel at the host level. Block et al. [11] 

introduced a novel approach to reveal all executable pages that are of potential interest for an 

investigator for a given user space process. Mathew et al. [12] proposed API call-based malware 

detection approach using a recurrent neural network - Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). 

3. Problem Definition  

Distributed computing has turned into a prevailing registering worldview in recent years. 

Virtualization is a key underlying technology to empower cloud computing. The most alarming 

security concern to the cloud is to protect an organization’s virtual infrastructure. Virtual 

machines are a primary target for an adversary to acquire unethical access to the organization’s 

virtual infrastructure. Traditional security countermeasures are inadequate to ensure virtual 

machine security in cloud computing. Today’s advanced malware utilizes different process 

injection techniques to either manipulate other running processes or to hide its existence. There 

exists no single system/solution which can detect all major types of process injection.  

This work proposes a novel Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) based approach integrated 

with an advanced memory analysis framework to acquire higher-level semantic information 

from live memory data in VMs. We put forward a dynamic malware analysis framework using 

advanced memory introspection to detect process injection of varied types in a virtualized 

environment. Although there are numerous process injection techniques, this work focuses on 

the detection of eight different implementations of process injection: namely, Remote DLL 

Injection Via CreateRemoteThread and LoadLibrary, Remote Thread Injection Using 

CreateRemoteThread, Portable Executable Injection, Reflective DLL Injection, Hollow 

Process Injection, Thread Execution Hijacking, APC Injection, and AtomBombing. Instead of 

detecting infected processes, we aim to detect an actual malicious memory region within the 

infected process thereby pinpointing the malware exactly. The problem definition is:  

“To detect process injection of varied types in a virtualized environment by employing 

advanced memory introspection approach.” 
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4. Objectives and Scope of work 

This work aims to detect process injection and malware of varied types in a virtualized 

environment by employing an advanced memory introspection technique. The Ph.D. research 

work proposes to achieve the following objectives: 

 To use Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) for extracting data from the primary memory 

(RAM) of a virtual machine via the KVM hypervisor. 

 To detect malware running in the form of process injection aggression inside the memory 

of virtual machines.  

 To monitor the runtime state of VMs completely outside the VMs, from the hypervisor. 

 To perform live introspection of running VMs for possible indication of process injection.  

 To perform dynamic malware analysis by noticing the act of the injector while it is 

operating on a virtualization platform. 

 To design, develop, and implement an algorithm that looks for injected memory regions 

in all active processes’ memory. 

 To categorize process’s memory segments as either injected or benign. 

 Accurately locate all injected memory regions across multiple targeted processes. 

Scope of work 

 To propose a novel approach incorporating capabilities of all major types of process 

injection detection. 

 To utilize the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud model as an anticipated attack 

environment. 

 To develop, implement, and validate the proposed framework with defined evaluation 

metrics, i.e., precision, recall, false-positive rate, accuracy, and F1-score. 

 
5. Original contribution by the thesis 

This work proposes an advanced memory introspection approach to detect process injection 

and malware of varied types in a virtualized environment. The significant contributions of the 

research are summarized as follows: 

 An algorithm that scans the memory of VMs to locate malicious/injected memory regions 

in real-time. 
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 A Volatility plugin (ProcInjectionsFind) that implements the algorithm and prints 

information about the injected/victim process’s VADs, hex dump and disassembly 

information at VADs base address.  

 A Volatility plugin (ProcInjectionsFind) can be independently called and run against 

malware infected memory images or memory of live VMs and examine each memory 

region of all running processes to conclude if it is the result of process injection. 

 The Volatility plugin (ProcInjectionsFind) can also dump the entire malicious/injected 

memory region (VAD) to disk for more detailed analysis. 

 Experimental result analysis of the proposed framework shows the classification of 

injected memory regions with high accuracy and completeness and has more true positives 

and fewer false positives. 

 We run different implementations of process injection targeting multiple processes. The 

proposed detection model recognizes injected memory regions into all infected processes. 

 One can perform live introspection of running VMs for possible indication of process 

injection. 

 This work covers eight different malware families of process injection.   

 

6. Methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons  

There are numerous strategies to inject malignant code into a running process and execute it. 

Although each process injection strategy varies in execution, affects different memory-resident 

data structure of the victim process and API calls being used yet all process injection method 

shares one common property – allocates memory in the address space of the victim process. 

Most instances of injected code allocate a new memory region (VAD) inside the virtual address 

space of the victim process. This work proposes a novel method for identifying potentially 

injected memory areas inside a victim process's virtual address space. The proposed detection 

approach looks at each memory region of all active processes to conclude if it is the 

consequence of code injection. 

Although there exist different process injection procedures in the wild, this work aims to 

identify eight distinct executions of process injection: specifically, Remote DLL Injection Via 

CreateRemoteThread and LoadLibrary, Remote Thread Injection Using CreateRemoteThread, 

Portable Executable Injection, Reflective DLL Injection, Hollow Process Injection, Thread 

Execution Hijacking, APC Injection, and AtomBombing. All these process injection strategies 
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are unnoticeable by a single security product, tool or solution. Rather than simply recognizing 

infected processes, we mean to identify an actual malicious memory region inside the infected 

process and thereby pinpoint the malware exactly. Our proposed framework examines injected 

memory regions that are created as an outcome of code injection. Following algorithms have 

been designed and executed as a volatility plugin (ProcInjectionsFind) to identify process 

injection of varied types in virtualized environments.  

The steps to find out Suspicious Processes are as per the following. 

TABLE 6.1 Determine suspicious processes.  

Input: Primary memory of a running VM OR a malware infected memory image. 
Output: Suspicious process list containing process-thread id 
1:  Scan all active processes 
2:      Enumerate process’ handles in each active process   
3:          Filter process’ handles of type THREAD 
4:      Examine a thread not handled or created by the process under which it executes (*) 
5:                  Append thread’ handle PID and TID in the suspicious process list 
(*) The following thread’ handles have been excluded in step 4. 

 Handles created by csrss.exe 
 Handles created by its parent process 

 csrss.exe is associated with the formation of each process and thread (aside from itself and 
the processes that started before it) [13]. 

 A parent process might create the handle of type THREAD in its child process for an 
authentic reason. 

TABLE 6.2 The proposed detection algorithms. 

Algorithm 6.1: To detect “Remote DLL injection Via CreateRemoteThread and LoadLibrary” 
Input: Primary memory of a running VM OR a malware infected memory image. 
Output: Display injected process ID, process name, DLL full name, and the process’ corresponding 
VAD information. 
1:  Determine suspicious processes from steps listed in TABLE 3.1 
2:      For each thread in the suspicious process list, perform the following checks. 
3:          Relate thread with its corresponding VAD  Check for the file mapped on disk    
             Thread is mapped to kernel32.dll. 
4:      Scan thread’s execution for LoadLibrary (or LoadLibraryEx) API function.  
5:          Correlate DLLs with thread (that is responsible for injecting malicious DLL) by    
                      associating DLL’s load time with thread’s create time using defined time frame and    
                      append it to the list of suspicious DLLs. 
6:                       Check for the DLL entry in the process’ IAT, i.e., injected DLL does not have    
                          any corresponding entry in the process’ IAT. 
7:       Mark the DLL & respective memory region as suspicious. 
8:            Dump an entire VAD related to a suspicious memory region. 
9:   Cross-check with VirusTotal score of the dumped VAD to  
      confirm injection. 
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Algorithm 6.2: To detect “Thread execution hijacking” 
Input: Primary memory of a running VM OR a malware infected memory image. 
Output: Display various attributes of each injected memory region. 
1:       Scan all active processes. 
2:          Enumerate all threads in each active process. 
3:      Found thread id in the suspicious process list. 
4:          Check if a thread is suspended  Thread’s State is ‘Waiting’ and WaitReason is  

         ‘Suspended’.  
5:                      Traverse process’ VADs and perform the following check on memory  

  regions (VAD). 

 Any VAD region marked as private, has a VadS tag, and with execute 
permission. 

6:        Mark the matching memory region as suspicious. 
7:             Dump an entire VAD related to a suspicious memory region. 
8:    Cross-check with VirusTotal score of the dumped VAD to  
        confirm injection. 
Algorithm 6.3: To detect the following type of injections. 
a. Remote thread injection using 
CreateRemoteThread 

b. PE injection  

c. Reflective DLL injection d. Hollow process injection  
e. APC injection f. AtomBombing 
Input: Primary memory of a running VM OR a malware infected memory image. 
Output: Display various attributes of each injected memory region. 
1:       Scan all active processes. 
2:          Enumerate all threads in each active process. 
3:      Extract thread’s entry point from Win32StartAddress attribute. 
4:               Apply the following injection filters at the thread’s entry point. 

 Any thread in the process mapped to a VAD without a file object.  

 Any thread in the process mapped to a VAD with a file object and the memory 
is committed, but the type of file object is not an IMAGE FILE.  

 Any thread in the process mapped to a VAD that contains an exe file object that 
is different from the loaded process’s image file. 

 Any thread in the process mapped to a VAD that contains an exe file object that 
is same as loaded process's image file, but the thread is suspended, i.e., thread’s 
State is ‘Waiting’ and WaitReason is ‘Suspended’. 

5:          Examine processes VADs. 
6:              Apply following injection filters at VAD region. 

 Any VAD region representing a memory mapped file (type _MMVAD (Vad) or 
_MMVAD_LONG (VadL)), but the fields VadImageMap in Vad Type and 
Image in Control Flag are not set.  

 Any VAD region which is marked as private, committed, memory-resident, has 
a VadS tag, with execute permission, and the type is VadNone.  

7:  Dump an entire VAD related to a suspicious memory region. 
8:      Cross-check with VirusTotal score of the dumped VAD to confirm injection. 
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The proposed algorithm analyzes each running process’s thread and memory segment to decide 

whether it is the aftereffect of process injection. All the steps of the proposed detection 

algorithms listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 are converted into a single volatility plugin/module 

known as ProcInjectionsFind, which can be called from Volatility’s command prompt. This 

module runs a few checks to pinpoint malicious/injected memory sections and prints various 

attributes of each injected memory area that match our rules characterized in the above 

algorithms. A volatility plugin ProcInjectionsFind runs against the Windows memory image 

or memory of a live VM and scans each process’s thread and memory area to conclude if it is 

the result of process injection. The steps mentioned above are carried out on malware infected 

memory images and memory of live VMs and the outcomes are confirmed. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.1 Proposed system workflow. 

Figure 6.1 shows our proposed framework workflow. It comprises three phases: namely, input, 

process, and output. The framework accepts the live memory of a running VM or a malware-

contaminated memory image as an input. The ProcInjectionsFind module works on the input 

provided in the first stage and shows different attributes of each injected memory region as an 

output. 

6.1 Experimental Environment Setup 

In this part, a brief explanation of our experimental setup is described. We carry out 

experiments on the host machine, which had the configurations shown in Table 6.3. To set up 

our virtualization environment, we install and configure KVM on Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS. We 
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select the KVM hypervisor in our experimental setup because according to the review directed 

by Kourai and Nakamura [14] where they looked at the performance of KVM and Xen 

hypervisor. Based on their experiments, they inferred that KVM was the more proficient 

hypervisor when performing VMI. KVM is also one of the supported hypervisors by 

Openstack. Openstack is an open-source distributed computing software platform that is 

utilized basically to host IaaS [15]. There are at present more than 670 organizations utilizing 

Openstack cloud computing platforms.  

            TABLE 6.3 Testbed configurations. 

Host OS Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS  

Host OS Type 64-bit 
Linux Kernel Linux 4.15.0-74-generic 
Architecture X86_64 
Processor Intel(R) CoreTM i5-8265U CPU @ 1.60GHz x 8 
Disk  1 TB 
Number of cores & threads 4 & 8 
Physical memory (RAM) 8 GB 
Hypervisor (VMM) KVM 
Virtual Machine – 1 OS – Windows 7, vCPU - 1 

Memory – 2 GB, Storage – 40 GB 
Virtual Machine – 2 OS – Windows 8.1, vCPU - 1 

Memory – 2 GB, Storage – 40 GB 
Virtual Machine – 3 OS – Windows 10, vCPU - 1 

Memory – 2 GB, Storage – 40 GB 
Tools / Framework used LibVMI python bindings (version-3.4) &    

Volatility framework (version-2.6.1)  
(Both are open-source tools) 

 

We utilize the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud model as an anticipated attack 

environment. The reasons for selecting Linux as the host OS are manifold. Numerous cloud 

platforms make use of Linux as host OS. According to the Linux Foundation, nine of the top 

ten public clouds run on Linux. Linux is running high percentage of the public cloud workload.  

We set up three virtual machines by installing Windows 7, Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 as 

guest OS. The reasons for preferring three versions of windows in VMs are numerous. Each of 

these three versions of windows are the most generally utilized Windows platforms. Windows 

operating systems are the most vulnerable to malware attacks and are targeted more than any 

other operating system. Computers that run Windows—the world's most popular operating 

system—are especially prone to malware attacks. Most hypervisors support VMs running the 

Windows OS as a guest. 
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We leverage open-source tools: in particular, LibVMI python binding and Volatility 

framework for our experimentation. We utilized LibVMI as a VMI tool and a Volatility system 

as memory investigation instruments to perform dynamic malware examination and to break 

down more significant level semantic information from live memory data in VMs. 

6.2 Evaluation Metrics 

To assess the performance of the proposed VMIPID model, we utilized several assessment 

metrics. These include Precision (P), Recall (R), False Positive Rate (FPR), Detection Rate, 

Accuracy, and F1-Score. The definition of measures utilized in assessment metrics can be seen 

in Table 6.4. 

TABLE 6.4 Definition of Evaluation Metrics 

Metric Formula 
Precision (P) TP / (TP + FP) 
Recall (R) TP / (TP + FN) 
False Positive Rate (FPR) FP / (FP + TN) 

Accuracy (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + TN + FN) 

F1-Score 2 * (P * R) / (P + R) 

Detection Rate TP / (TP + TN + FP + FN) 

Measures Definition 
True Positive (TP) The number of correctly identified injected memory regions. 

False Positive (FP) The number of incorrectly identified injected memory regions. 

True Negative (TN) The number of correctly identified benign memory regions. 
False Negative (FN) The number of incorrectly identified benign memory regions. 

 

 

FIGURE 6.2 List of running VMs on the host. 

Fig. 6.2 depicts a list of live virtual machines on the host. The ProcInjectionsFind volatility 

module is designed to automate the identification of different process injection strategies which 

are described in this work. We can run the ProcInjectionsFind plugin on a malware infected 

(PE injection) memory image as shown in Fig. 6.3. 
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FIGURE 6.3 Execution of procinjectionsfind plugin on malware (PE injection) infected memory 
image (win10_VM). 

The ProcInjectionsFind plugin prints information about the injected/victim process’s VADs, 

disassembly, and a hex-dump at the VADs base address. We can likewise dump injected 

memory region to disk with the ProcInjectionsFind plugin for later investigation or to confirm 

the derived outcomes. 

TABLE 6.5 Comparison of process injection detection techniques with existing approaches. 

Sr No Process Injection Techniques Compared With 
1 Remote thread injection, PE injection, 

Reflective DLL injection, Thread execution 
hijacking, APC injection, and 
AtomBombing 

Malfind [16] 

2 Hollow process injection Hollowfind [17], Malfind [16], 
Threadmap [18], Malfofind 
[19] 

3 Remote DLL injection FindDLLInj [20] 
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6.3 Results and Comparisons 

A comparison of different process injection detection techniques with existing methodologies 

is presented in Table 6.5. We utilized different volatility commands like Malfind, Hollowfind, 

Threadmap, Malfofind, Vadinfo, Impscan, and Volshell to hunt malware in windows memory 

images as depicted in Fig. 6.4. 

 

FIGURE 6.4 Comparison of evaluation metrics with detection approaches. 

We run our module (ProcInjectionsFind) on a total of 75 distinct malware infected memory 

images (acquired 25 images of each of three VM) depicted in Fig. 6.4, demonstrating that the 

module works satisfactory.  
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7. Achievements with respect to objectives 

 The proposed VMIPID model reports promising outcomes on each of the three Virtual 

Machines (Win7, Win8.1, & Win_10) in all assessment metrics.  

 

 It reveals 100 % positive predictive value, completeness, f1-score, accuracy and 0% false 

positive rate on each of the three VMs. 

 

 The proposed model achieves high accuracy and f1-score and has more true positives 

and fewer false positives when compared with other existing solutions.  

 

 Overall, the proposed framework completely recognizes more malware families and 

stands over other frameworks in all assessment metrics characterized in this work. 

 

8. Conclusion  

One of the primary contributions of this work is to accomplish live introspection of running 

VMs for possible indication of process injection. We adapt the Out-of-VM introspection 

approach thereby monitoring the runtime state of VMs completely outside of VMs, i.e., from 

the hypervisor. We implemented the proposed model (VMIPID) as a volatility plugin that can 

be independently called and runs against the windows memory image or memory of a live VM 

and analyzes every memory region to conclude if it is the consequence of process injection. 

Our developed module certainly reports any malicious memory region containing injected code 

and we also evaluated it against the implementation of the hiding technique. Experimental 

outcomes show that our model classifies injected memory regions with high accuracy and 

completeness and has more true positives and fewer false positives when compared to other 

existing solutions. 

Our proposed approach does not require signature-based analysis and in-depth knowledge of 

advanced memory forensics or operating system's internals. Our proposed framework neither 

modifies the guest OS at the host level nor impacts the performance of the host OS and VMs. 

The proposed system detects an actual injected memory region inside an injected process and 

thereby pinpointing the malware exactly. The proposed VMIPID model reports promising 

results on each of the three Virtual Machines (Win7, Win8.1, & Win_10) in all assessment 

metrics and reduce false positive and false negative samples.  
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We utilized LibVMI python bindings integrated with the Volatility framework to analyze the 

memory of running VMs. Our proposed algorithm will search for injected memory region 

inside a victim/target process and consequently locate injected code or DLLs within the 

memory image. The ProcInjectionsFind module is intended to automate the detection of 

different process injection techniques described in this work.  
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